FEI GENERAL ASSEMBLY 2020
With the first FEI Online General Assembly coming up later this month, we would like to take this opportunity to provide the general public such as MOU signatories, guests, media, fans and stakeholders with all the relevant links and information to ensure everyone can follow the proceedings and find all the relevant documents online.

Key dates
- 18 November: Board Meeting I
- 21 November: Sessions
- 23 November: FEI General Assembly
- 25 November: Board meeting II

Ordinary General Assembly
- Agenda and Annexes
  The Agenda and Annexes for the FEI Ordinary General Assembly taking place on 23 November 2020 are available in the "Meeting Documents" section of the FEI General Assembly 2020 hub.
- Live Stream
  As is customary, the FEI General Assembly will be live streamed. Simply go to the FEI General Assembly 2020 hub and click on "Watch Live" on 23 November or Watch On Replay at a later date to access the feed. Note this does not apply to National Federation delegates and Board Members on the day of the General Assembly, as they will have their own link in order to have a right to speak and to vote.

Other Meetings such as Board Meeting and Sessions
- While these Meetings take place behind closed doors, wrap-ups and general information as well as agendas are available in the FEI General Assembly 2020 hub, simply go to the “Timetable” or “Meeting Documents” tabs to see any relevant documentation linked to a meeting.
For any further information about the **FEI General Assembly 2020**, please visit our dedicated hub where we have collected all the pertinent information as well as relevant links and documentation.

## IOC-DOW CARBON ACTION AWARD

We are pleased to inform you that the FEI has, once again, earned the IOC-Dow Carbon Action Award, which recognises the sustainability efforts of sports organisations within the Olympic Movement. This award reflects a very clear commitment on behalf of the FEI when it comes to sustainable initiatives and leadership as well as the collective efforts of the global equestrian community when it comes to innovative and environmental solutions.

Launched in 2019, the Awards programme was created to encourage sports organisations within the Olympic Movement to work towards reducing their greenhouse gas emissions. To be recognised, IFs and NOCs had to be signatories to the [UN Sports for Climate Action Framework](#), which was launched by the IOC and the UN Framework Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC) in 2018. Applicants were also required to present detailed data on their 2020 carbon footprint, as well as information on their carbon management and reduction plans.

Award recipients were announced during today’s IOC Sustainability Session at the annual IF Forum, which was held online for the first time this year. A detailed press release is available [here](#).

---

---

### Season 3

Season three of the FEI eLeague has begun and once again everyone will have the possibility to judge during the FEI Dressage World Cup™ season 2020/2021. Show us how much you know about the FEI Dressage World Cup™ series by testing your knowledge and gathering points to win great prizes through the interactive quiz which will replace any cancelled events.

Detailed information can be found [here](#).

---

### JUMPING

**Education System for FEI Jumping Officials**

Kindly note that the FEI Jumping Committee has approved the **Education System for FEI Jumping Officials** which was revised by the FEI Jumping Course Director Generals and the FEI Education & Officials Department.

It will come into effect from 1 January 2021.

Should require any additional information, please do not hesitate to contact: JumpingOfficials@fei.org

---

### FEI CAMPUS

**New course**

A new course is available on FEI Campus in the [Equine Athlete hub](#), entitled:

**Functional Anatomy of the Back**

The horse’s back plays a central role in almost every aspect of equine biomechanics. The interactions between muscles of the neck, back, trunk and pelvis play a crucial role in making horses the superb athletes that they are. In this course you will learn about:

- The various functions of the horse’s back.
- Which muscles, ligaments and fascia move and stabilise the spine.
- How posture affects movement of the back and the horse as a whole, and
- Which muscles groups are important for sustainably carrying a rider’s weight.

Click [here](#) to read more about it.

**Eventing webinars**

In order to assist Eventing Officials, Coaches and Athletes to better manage the risk in Eventing, a series of short videos have been produced with the help of our experts in the field.
Four webinars are already available:

- Coaching
- Control Centre
- Fence Judge Function
- Serious Incident Management Plan

And there will be more to come so stay tuned!

FEI DIRECTORY

Updates to the FEI Database

Monthly summary on the key changes/updates in the FEI Database with regards to the FEI’s member National Federations. All details can be found on the FEI Database by clicking on each NF’s name listed below:

**CYP - CYPRUS EQUESTRIAN FEDERATION**
New postal address and phone number.
Mr Antonis PETRIS has been elected as President.
Mr Marios KALAPODAS has been elected as Secretary General.

**IRL - HORSE SPORT IRELAND**
Ms Mary LAMBKIN-COYLE has been appointed President ad interim.
Mr Joe REYNOLDS has been appointed Secretary General ad interim.

**POL - FEDERATION EQUESTRE POLONAISE**
The Federation have a new postal address

**GUA - ASOCIACIÓN NACIONAL DE ECUESTRES DE GUATEMALA**
Mr Juan Manuel MELGAR BARDALES (GUA) has been elected as President.
Mr Axel Eduardo BARRIOS ENRIQUEZ (GUA) has been elected as Secretary General.

**LBN - FEDERATION EQUESTRE LIBANAISE**
Mr Nizar ZAKKA has been elected as Secretary General.

**KEN - HORSE ASSOCIATION OF KENYA**
Ms Louise COLLETTE has been elected as President.

**MAD - FEDERATION MALAGASY DES SPORTS EQUESTRES**
Their general contact email has changed and is now: pdt.fmse@gmail.com.

---
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